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Epstein Procurer Ghislaine Maxwell's 1986 Frontpage
Political Sex Scandal

Submitted by leveymg on Sun, 07/14/2019 - 1:29pm

Despite her 30 year career in political kompromat operations, the FBI and
major media have ignored Ghislaine Maxwell. Here's where she got her start,
as detailed in 1986 on Page One of one of her father's tabloids. Complete with
canes and British school boys:
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For decades, the US and UK governments knew about Epstein and Maxwell's
sexual kompromat operations. Maxwell and her famous father, it turns out,
have made them a family business. But, the FBI and Scotland Yard did nothing
to stop them. Why? For background details about Robert and Ghislaine
Maxwell - SEE FULL REPORT: https://caucus99percent.com/content/epstein-
turned-informant-muellers-fb...

As was previously reported:

In 1996,

the FBI failed to act on an accusation that they had together sexuallythe FBI failed to act on an accusation that they had together sexually
abused a 15 year old girl and her older sister. abused a 15 year old girl and her older sister. Documents in a recent lawDocuments in a recent law
suit filed by an alleged victim, Maria Farmer, show that the FBI had beensuit filed by an alleged victim, Maria Farmer, show that the FBI had been
aware of Epstein and Maxwell's child abuse activities in New York andaware of Epstein and Maxwell's child abuse activities in New York and
other states for at least a dozen years before Epstein was finallyother states for at least a dozen years before Epstein was finally
prosecuted in 2008 under much-reduced Florida state offenses.prosecuted in 2008 under much-reduced Florida state offenses.

https://caucus99percent.com/content/epstein-turned-informant-muellers-fbi-2008-likely-earlier
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https://www.yourtango.com/2019323698/who-maria-farmer-latest-https://www.yourtango.com/2019323698/who-maria-farmer-latest-
woman-accus...woman-accus...

[UPDATE: A WSJ report of July 11 states that the 1996 assault of Maria
Farmer by Epstein and Maxwell occurred at the Ohio residence of Mr. Leslie
Wexler, Epstein's long-time financial backer.
https://www.wsj.com/articles/following-epsteins-arrest-spotlight-shifts-... ]

For her own part, Maxwell, who has been largely overlooked in U.S. reporting,
was granted immunity from prosecution as part of Epstein's prosecution deal.
Ghislaine Maxwell was all but ignored by the U.S. Attorney and prosecutors in
previous criminal proceedings.

According to the Journal, Maxwell wasn't named in Epstein's 2008 plea deal
with the US Attorney, while four other women were identified as potential co-
conspirators. Until recently, her identity and key role as organizer of
paedophelia rings has also been systematically obfuscated by the U.S. media,
which has repeatedly spiked stories in which she played the role as initiator of
the pair's sexual contact with underage girls.

It turns out that Ghislaine Maxwell and her late father have a spectacular past
and family history as players or publicists in political sex scandals that has
gone altogether ignored by the U.S. media.

Here is some additional background and new details.

For years the rape of the Farmer sisters and the larger child sex scandal was
publicly ignored by the authorities and the media. A story intended to expose it
in Vanity Fair was spiked by the editor. According to reporter Vicky Ward:
https://www.thedailybeast.com/jeffrey-epsteins-sick-story-played-out-for...

I spent many months on his trail in 2002 for Vanity Fair and discoveredI spent many months on his trail in 2002 for Vanity Fair and discovered
not only that he was not who he claimed to be professionally, but alsonot only that he was not who he claimed to be professionally, but also
that he had allegedly assaulted two young sisters, one of whom hadthat he had allegedly assaulted two young sisters, one of whom had
been underage at the time. Very bravely, they were prepared to go onbeen underage at the time. Very bravely, they were prepared to go on
the record. They were afraid he’d use all his influence to discredit them—the record. They were afraid he’d use all his influence to discredit them—
and their fear turned out to be legitimate.and their fear turned out to be legitimate.

As the article was being readied for publication, Epstein made a visit toAs the article was being readied for publication, Epstein made a visit to
the office of Vanity Fair’s then-editor, Graydon Carter, and suddenly thethe office of Vanity Fair’s then-editor, Graydon Carter, and suddenly the
women and their allegations were removed from the article. “He’swomen and their allegations were removed from the article. “He’s
sensitive about the young women,” Carter told me at the time.sensitive about the young women,” Carter told me at the time.

Not until after the Court of Appeals formally unsealed the civil court records in
a separate civil case, have details about Maxwell and the Farmer sisters
started to reemerge. Maxwell has generally been portrayed in press accounts
as Epstein's helper or "madam".

https://www.yourtango.com/2019323698/who-maria-farmer-latest-woman-accuse-jeffrey-epstein-sexual-abuse
https://www.wsj.com/articles/following-epsteins-arrest-spotlight-shifts-to-financiers-longtime-associate-11562881299
https://www.thedailybeast.com/jeffrey-epsteins-sick-story-played-out-for-years-in-plain-sight?ref=scroll
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The WSJ also omits reference to specific allegations of the pair's sexual act
with the 15 year old sister in New Mexico (a significant omission), it
corroborates that a report was made by Maria Farmer to the FBI and the
NYPD. The July 11 article, "Following Epstein’s Arrest, Spotlight Shifts to
Financier’s Longtime Associate" also fails to mention Robert Maxwell's criminal
past and his espionage ties to Israel, identifying him only as a "British media
baron."

In reality, Ghislaine Maxwell has a known family history of public entanglement
with political sex scandals that goes back to the mid-1980s.

An extraordinary 1986 front-page British tabloid story in a British tabloid
claimed that Ghislaine, then 23, had an been caught in compromising photos
of herself with the son of the Duke of Rutland. Those photos were allegedly
held out as blackmail or retaliation for the tabloid's "investigation" of a
relationship between a Conservative Member of Parliament, David Proctor,
reportedly involving photos taken of him with naked boys whom the MP had
beaten with a cane. All very byzantine and English public school kinky.
Extraordinarily, The People tabloid was controlled by the Mirror press
syndicate, owned by Ghislaine's father, Robert Maxwell, whose picture appears
on the masthead above his daughter's Page One photo.

Robert Maxwell was himself a Member of Parliament for the opposing Labour
Party . . . and, as cited in yesterday's essay, the CIA acknowledged after his
death,

That Robert Maxwell was a ruthless, corrupt, tax-dodging internationalThat Robert Maxwell was a ruthless, corrupt, tax-dodging international
businessman who served as an Israeli agent is highly probable.businessman who served as an Israeli agent is highly probable.

As a propagandist, entrapment artist, and character assassin, he was without
peer, even among the seamy British tabloids. Talk about a talent for spinning a
story and flipping the narrative . . . extraordinary. Very Old School.

See the complete backstory: https://caucus99percent.com/content/epstein-
turned-informant-muellers-fb...
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